
PUTTING READING IN CONTEXT 
 

Parents regularly ask what they can be doing to help their child develop good reading skills.  
The strategies that can be used are many and varied.  Some reading strategies will be outlined 
below and also in each book bag your child brings home.  But first, some things need to be said 
to provide a context. 
 
As much as possible, strategies should be used within meaningful contexts.  Research shows 
that when skills are taught in isolation, the learning does not necessarily transfer to reading.  
For example, instead of using flash cards to develop vocabulary, it is better to teach vocabulary 
within the context of a good book. 
 

Comprehension is a very important part of successful reading.  As a result, it is important to 
provide children with background knowledge about the story before reading.  This can be done 
in a variety of ways.  For example, a discussion about the cover of the book and the title is 
useful.  This sets children up for success and helps them predict what will come.  It is also 
important that children understand the vocabulary introduced within the book being read.  It is 
good to talk about words you think your child does not know before reading to enhance 
understanding. 
 
For beginning readers, books with rhyme and repetitive text are key to independence.  
When stories are familiar and predictable, children can gain a sense of mastery over books.  
This supports their efforts and allows them to feel like readers. 
 
One of the first steps to independent reading is memorization.  Therefore, don’t be surprised 
or worried if your child insists that you read the same story over and over.  Just do it and enjoy.  
This is healthy and a very important first step. 
 
Pictures are a very useful tool to use with beginning readers.  They provide clues that will help 
your child decode the words on the page.  It is important, then, to draw your child’s attention 
to the pictures and to encourage them to use the pictures to help them understand the story.  
The pictures in books that are easiest to read are those that are closely linked to the language 
on the page, providing support to the emerging reader. 
 
Once your child begins to read independently, (NOT before), if your child has trouble 
reading words, you can help by:  

 Telling him/her to skip over the word 
 Reading the rest of the sentence 
 Asking your child what would make sense in the story 
 Helping your child use what they know about letters and the sounds that 

they make 

 Supplying the correct word 
 Telling your child regularly how proud you are of their efforts 

Remember!  Mistakes are a fact of life and are a road that leads to learning.  Make your child’s 
mistakes okay.  And, please don’t forget to read quality stories to your children daily.  Extended 
vocabulary and a love of reading are instilled this way.  And note, too, that independent 
reading is not a Kindergarten expectation – they first need to learn to recognize letters 
and their sounds. The “reading” will come.  Relax and enjoy. 


